A capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H . By a nice application of the Furuta inequality, we give two kinds of determinant type generalizations (Theorems 1 and 2 in § 1) of the famous and well-known Heinz-Kato theorem containing the terms T, \T\, and \T'\.
Introduction
An operator T is said to be positive if (Tx, x) > 0 for all x £ H. We recall the following famous Lowner-Heinz theorem [5, 8] . If A > B > 0, then Aa > Ba for each a £ [0, 1]. There are a lot of proofs of this famous theorem, in particular, an elegant proof given in [9] .
Also we recall the following famous Heinz-Kato theorem [5, 7] . If A and B are positive operators such that ||7x|| < \\Ax\\ and ||r*y|| < ||fiy|| for all x, y € H, then the following inequality holds: |(7x, y)| < PQx|| ||51_Qy|| for any 0 < a < 1 .
We have the Furuta inequality [2] as some extension of this Lowner-Heinz theorem as follows: If A > B > 0, then for each r > 0 (i) (BrAPBr)xli > B(P+2rVi and (ii) A(P+2ry<> > (A'BPA'yit hold for each p and q such that p > 0 and q > 1 with (1 + 2r)q > p + 2r.
When we put r = 0 in (i) or (ii) in the Furuta inequality stated above, we have the famous Lowner-Heinz theorem. Alternative proofs of the Furuta inequality are given in [1, 3, 6] , and an elementary proof is shown in [4] .
In this paper, as an application of the Furuta inequality we shall show Theorems 1 and 2, which are two kinds of determinant type inequalities, and these two theorems yield Theorem 3, which is a generalization of the Heinz-Kato theorem. Also we shall show that any one of these generalizations is equivalent to the Furuta inequality.
Determinant type generalizations of the Heinz-Kato theorem
Put f = (I + 2r)a and g = (1 + 2s) B for any r > 0, 5 > 0, and a, P £ for all x, y £ H and j = 2, 3, ... , n, then, for each r > 0 and s > 0, the following inequality holds for all xx, x2, ... , xn £ H:
for any p>\, q>\, and a, j? e [0, 1] such that (1 + 2r)a + (1 + 2s)/3 > 1.
In the case a > 0 and /? > 0, the equality in (1) holds for some vectors xx, x2, ... , x" £ H iff the following (ax), (bx), and (cx) hold together for some vectors xx, x2, ... , x" £ H:
(ao {|r|2(1+2r)Qx,, |r|(1+2r)a+(1+2s^-1r*x2, |r|(1+2r)a+<1+2*w,-1r*jc3,..., |j-|(i+2r)a+(i+2j)^-i f* x"} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors, (b,) |r|2(1+2r'ax, = (\T\2rA2P\T\2ryx+2r^HP+2r^xx, (ci) |r*|2<1+2^x7-= (\T*\2sB2/\T*\2SYx+2s^^+2^Xj for j = 2,3,..., n.
We define f, g, and h the same as in the definition of G("\r, s, a, /?); that is, /= (1 +2r)a and g = (l+2s)0 for any r > 0, 5 > 0, and a, 0 £ [0, 1]. Let the 2n x 2n determinant G\^(r, s, a, /?) be defined by the following formula for h = (l+2r)a + (l +2s)jl-1 > 0 and xx, x2, ... , x2n-X, x2" £ H: fl{(\T\2«+2r*x2j-i, x2j_x)(\T^x+2^x2,,x2j)} 7 = 1 (2) < Gf"V, s, a, fi) + n{((l71ar^S-im2r)<I+2rW<rf2r)^-i' *V-0
7=1
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for any p>\, q>\, and a, fi £[0, 1] such that (1 + 2r)a + (1 + 2s) ft > 1.
In the case a > 0 fl/irf /J > 0, the equality in (2) holds for some vectors xx, x2, ... , X2"_i, x2n£ H iff the following (n2), (b2), and (c2) hold together for some vectors xx, x2, ... , x2n-x, x2n £ H:
is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors,
n, (c2) |r*|2(1+2^x2> = (|r*|2*/32J|r*p)(1+2*W(<7+2s)x2/ for j = 1, 2, ... , n .
Theorem 3. Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H. If A and B are positive operators such that \\Tx\\ < \\Ax\\ and \\T*y\\ < \\By\\ for all x, y £ H, then, for each r > 0 and s > 0, the following inequality holds for all x, y £ H:
for any p > 1, q > 1, and a, /3 e [0, 1] such that (1 + 2r)a + (1 + 2s) fi > 1 . In the case a > 0 and ft > 0, the equality in (3) holds for some vectors x and y £ H iff the following (a3), (b3), and (c3) hold together for some x and y£H:
(a3) \T\^x+2r^x and \T\(i+2r1a+^+2s^-xT*y are linearly dependent,
\T*\2(-x+2s^y = (|r*|2-s/32«|r*|2's)(1+2-s^/(«+2i)y .
Remark 1. We remark that the condition (1 + 2r)a + (1 + 2s)/? > 1 in Theorems 1, 2, and 3 is unnecessary if T is a positive operator or invertible operator. This is easily seen in the proofs of their results. In the case a > 0 and /? > 0, the equality in (4) holds for some x and y iff \T\2ax and |r|a+^_1r*y are linearly dependent and \T\2ax = A2ax and \T*\2&y = B2Py hold for some x and y together.
Theorem A (Heinz-Kato). Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H. If A and B are positive operators such that \\Tx\\ < \\Ax\\ and \\T*y\\ < \\By\\ for all x, y £ H, then the following inequality holds for all x, y £ H:
Proofs of the results
At first we cite the following well-known folk lemma.
Lemma. For any vectors xx, x2, ... , xn £ H, let Gn be the determinant of the square matrix of order n defined by Gn = \((Xj-, xk))\. Then 0 < G" . The equality holds if and only if xx, x2, ... , xn are linearly dependent.
In order to give proofs of the results, we need the following inequalities which are equivalent to the Furuta inequality [2] .
Theorem B. If A>B>0, then for each r>0 Thus we can construct G"(r,s,a,/i) defined in §1. By the Lemma we have (7) O<GP(r,s,a,0).
The two hypotheses ||rx|| < \\Ax\\ and ||r*y|| < \\Bjy\\ for all x,y £ H and j = 2, 3, ... , n are equivalent to the following (8) and (9) In the case / = (1 + 2r)a > 0 and g = (1 + 2s)B > 0, the equality in (7) holds iff {\T\'xi, \T\gU*x2, \T\gU*X), ... , \T\gU*xn} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors. That is, {\T\VXl, \T\f+*-i\T\lTx2, \T\f+g-x\T\U*X),..., \T\f+*-l\T\U'x"} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors by (**); namely,
{|r|2/x,, |r|/+*-'r*x2, |r|/+^-1r*x3,..., \T\f+g~xT*xn} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors. That is, (12) is (aj) in Theorem 1. The equality in (10) holds for some vector Xi iff (13) (\T\2rA2p\T\2rYx+2r)a^P+2rhx = |r|2(1+2r>axi holds for some vector xj by (*), and also the equality in (11) holds for some vectors Xj for j = 1, 2, ... , n , iff (14) nT*i2sB2q,T*,2s-j(\+2s)P/(q+2s)x. _ \T*\2(l+2s)0x .
holds for some vectors x7 for j = 1, 2,..., n by (*). The case a > 0 and /? > 0 is equivalent to the case (1 -f 2r)a > 0 and (1 + 2s) p > 0. In this case, the equality in (1) holds iff the equalities in (7), (10), and (11) hold together; that is, the conditions (ai), (bi), and (ci) in Theorem 1 hold together by (12)-(14). Therefore, the proof of the equality in (1) is complete.
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. The case g = (1 + 2s) ft > 0. In the Lemma we replace X2j by \T\gU*x2j for j -1,2, ... ,n and also x2j-X by \T\^x2j-X for j = 1, 2, ... , n . Then we have i\T\fX2j-i. \T\gU*x2k) = (U\T\f+*x2j.x, x2k) = (T\T\f+g-xx2j-X, x2k) for j, k = 1, 2, ... , n and (\T\gU*x2j, \T\gU*x2k) = (U\T\2gU*x2j,x2k) = (|T*|^x2;-, x2jt) for j,k =1,2, ... ,n, since |r*|2g = U\T\2gU* holds for any positive number g in general.
Thus we can construct G22^(r, s, a, ft) defined in §1. By the Lemma, we have (17) 0<G^(r,s,a,p).
The two hypotheses ||!Tx|| < ||/42,_ix|| and ||r*y|| < ||52_/y|| for all x, y £ H and j = 1,2, ... , n are equivalent respectively to (a',) {r|7-|(l+2»-)a+(l+25^-lXl) |r.|2(l+2WJC2> |r*|2<1+2^X3, ... , \T*\2(\+2s)pXn j js a sequence 0f linearly dependent vectors. In fact the former condition (ai) is equivalent to {|7-|'jci , \T\gU*x2, \T\gU*Xi,... , |2Tl/*x"} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors, as is easily seen in the proof of the equality in (7) , and this condition is equivalent to {U\T\f+*xx, U\T\2gU*x2, U\T\2gU*x3,...,U\T\2gU*xn} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors by (**) and N(\T\) = N(U). That is, {T\T\f+g~xxx, \T*\2gx2, \T*\2gx3, ... , \T*\2gxn} is a sequence of linearly dependent vectors; that is, (a',) holds.
In the case a > 0 and P > 0, we shall show that the following (a2) and (a2) are equivalent: 
Kririt'+^+c+^-'x^)!2 < ((|r|2M2p|r|2r)(1+2r>a^+2r>x, x)
x ^t*^B2q\T*\2s)(X+2s)pl{q+2s)y, y)
for any p > 1, q > 1, and a, P £ [0, 1] such that (1 + 2r)a + (1 + 2s)P > 1.
Hence the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. Also, Theorem 3 easily follows by Theorem 2, putting n = 1.
Proof of Theorem 4. Theorem 4 easily follows by Theorem 3, putting r = s = 0.
Proof of Theorem A. Theorem A easily follows by Theorem 4, putting a+P = 1 .
3. The equivalence relation between Theorems 1, 2, and B Theorems 1 and 2 are proved by Theorem B, which is an extension of the Lowner-Heinz theorem. In this section, conversely we shall show that Theorem B can be derived from Theorems 1 or 2 as follows:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1 =>• Theorem B. In (1) of Theorem 1, we put n = 2, T = B, a = P , r = s , and also we put Xi = X2 = x . Then the hypothesis || Tx|| < \\Ax\\ is equivalent to B2 < A2. Then by (25) we have for each r > 0 (26) B2{X+2r)a < (B2rA2pB2r)(x+2r)al{p+2r) for any p > 1 holds under the hypothesis B2 < A2, and the inequality (26) is equivalent to Theorem B(i), which is also equivalent to Theorem B(ii). Theorem 2 => Theorem B. Also putting n = 1 in Theorem 2, we can show that Theorem B can be derived from Theorem 2 by the same way as in the proof that Theorem 1 =>• Theorem B.
Hence Theorems 1, 2, and B are mutually equivalent.
